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Abstract

A new scan architecture is proposed for full scan designed circuits. Scan flip-flops are grouped together if they do not have any common successors. This technique produces no new redundant faults. Scan flip-flops in the same group have the same values in all test vectors. All scan flip-flop groups form a scan forest, where each primary input drives the root of one scan tree. Test application time and test power based on the proposed scan forest architecture can be reduced drastically while pin overhead and delay overhead should be the same as that of conventional scan design. It is shown that test application cost and test power with the proposed scan forest architecture can be reduced to the level of non-scan design circuits.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: Reliability and Testing

General Terms: Algorithms and Reliability

1 Introduction

The complexity of sequential ATPG is prohibitive for large or highly sequential circuits. Scan design [9] make test generation of the circuit be that of a combinational one, which may make the test application cost prohibitively high.

Narayanan, Gupta and Breuer [4] proposed an optimal $k$-scan chain configuration using dynamic programming, which can get an optimal solution in polynomial time and require a number of extra pins. Lee et al. [3] presented a novel test application scheme by supporting multiple circuits with a single scan-in signal, which can reduce test application time drastically without any degradation on test efficiency. The Illinois scan architecture [2] drives multiple scan segments by a single scan-in. Nicolici et al. [5] proposed a multiple scan architecture that can greatly reduce test power of scan testing. However, the proposed method cannot reduce test application time effectively. Chandra and Chakravarty [1] introduced a method to reduce test application cost and test data volume via test data compression based on Golomb encoding scheme. Sinanoglu and Oraloglu [6] introduced a new scan architecture to reduce test power and test application time greatly by using a single scan-in pin, demultiplexer, multiplexer and XOR trees. However, all of the methods cannot reduce test application and test power to non-scan DFT level, which needs only one test cycle for each test.

2 Scan Forest: A New Scan Architecture

A new scan architecture called scan forest is proposed to reduce test application cost and test power. The general scan forest architecture is presented in Fig. 1, which contains a number of scan trees. The root of each scan tree is driven by a primary input. In each scan tree, a group of scan flip-flops are controlled by the scan-in, where only one of the scan flip-flops has successors. All successors of the scan flip-flop forms another group of scan flip-flops as shown in Fig. 1, and so on. All leave nodes in the scan tree are connected with a number of exclusive-or trees. Outputs of all exclusive-or trees are connected with a multiple input signature analyzer, which has only one output. The $x$-bounding problem should be handled for MISR-based methods. Two schemes are utilized to deal with the prob-
and test power greatly. As for a fully scanned circuit, the circuit can have many primary outputs. It is quite possible to group many scan flip-flops together, which causes no or trivial degradation on fault coverage.

Initially, the remaining scan flip-flop list includes all scan flip-flops. First, the algorithm selects a scan flip-flop \( s \) from the list, and picks up any remaining scan flip-flop \( v \) to check whether it converges with \( s \) (both flip-flops \( v \) and \( s \) have at least one common successor) or not. If it does not converge with \( s \), just put \( v \) into the same group with \( s \). Continue the above process until all scan flip-flops in the remaining scan flip-flop list have been checked, which forms a group of scan flip-flops. Select another scan flip-flop in the remaining scan flip-flop list and do the same as stated above until the remaining scan flip-flop list is empty.

A scan flip-flop group is selected to connect with the first primary input. That is, all scan flip-flops in the same group can be driven by the primary input. Another group of scan flip-flops is connected with the second primary input. Continue the above process until all primary inputs are connected with a group of scan flip-flops or the scan flip-flop group list is empty. Select a group of scan flip-flops to connect all scan-ins of the scan flip-flops with one of the scan flip-flops in the same group which were connected to the first primary input. That is, all scan flip-flops in the current group are driven by the output of that scan flip-flop. Continue the above process until the scan flip-flop group list becomes empty. It should be noted that the level difference between any two scan trees is only one.

Fig. 1 presents the general structure of a scan forest, where \( S_{I_1}, S_{I_2}, \ldots, S_{I_h} \) are primary inputs.

The testing scheme of the fully scanned circuit with scan forest is presented as follows: First of all, set the circuit into test mode and scan in values of the tests with respect to leave scan flip-flops into the scan forest, where the number of different values is at most the number of scan trees. The values of the scan flip-flops corresponding to the scan flip-flop groups in the last but one level are scanned in all scan trees. Simultaneously, the values of the PPIs of the leave scan flip-flops are scanned to the next level. Continue the above process until all values of the test vectors are scanned in. Set the circuit into formal mode, all flip-flops capture responses from the combinational logic when all values of the PPIs and values of PIs in the test are applied. After the test responses have been received at primary outputs and scan flip-flops, the next test vector is scanned in as stated above. Continue the above process until all test vectors have been applied.
Figure 3: Example of the scan forest architecture.

```
test-application-for-complete-scan()
1. Switch the scan forest to parallel shift mode by shifting the generated tests into the forests and apply the test with respect to the primary inputs.
2. Turn to the normal mode for all flip-flops to capture fault effects and propagated into the combinational logic simultaneously.
3. Switch the scan forest to parallel shift state and shift into initial state of the test pattern while shifting out the captured fault effect to the leave scan flip-flops.
4. Apply the values of the primary inputs with respect to the test and the circuit turns to the normal mode for all flip-flops to capture fault effects and propagated into the combinational logic.
5. If all tests have been applied, shift out all fault effects from the scan forest, end the procedure. Otherwise, go to step 3.

Let #vectors and levels be the number of test vectors and the number of levels of the scan forest. The test application cost $T_A$ for a fully scanned circuit with a scan forest is,

$$T_A = #vectors \cdot (\text{levels} + 1) + \text{levels}. \quad (1)$$

When the depth of the scan forest is limited to be small enough, test application cost based on the proposed scan forest architecture can be reduced to the level of non-scan DFT, which can generate the same fault coverage as full scan and combinational test generation.

Fig. 3 presents an example circuit of the scan forest architecture. The circuit contains 3 scan flip-flops. Every two of them do not have any common successor in the combinational part of the circuit. Therefore, all three scan flip-flops are driven by the same scan-in signal. Outputs of the scan flip-flops are connected with an exclusive-or tree as shown in Fig. 3. Any test vector of the fully scanned circuit can be applied with two test cycles. Four test cycles are required for each test if they are connected as a scan chain.

The HITEC test generator is utilized to evaluate the scan design method. We have to adopt the two-gate test point structure to replace the scan flip-flop, where both gates have a 1-control and a 0-control test points in the test circuit, respectively as shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that outputs of all scan flip-flops in Fig. 4 can be controlled to values 1 and 0 easily. Outputs of the scan flip-flops are connected with multiple exclusive-or trees, where outputs of the exclusive-or trees are connected with a multiple input signature analyzer. All scan flip-flops in the same group have the common predecessor. That is, all the flip-flops are assigned the same values in all test vectors. It should be noted that the following two factors may produce some new untestable faults. First, faults on $PPI_1, \ldots, PPI_k$ as shown in Fig. 4 may be hard-to-detect faults because the original inputs of the scan flip-flops may be hard-to-control. Second, the exclusive-or trees may also make some new aliased faults. The negative effects of the exclusive-or trees can be trivial when the number of exclusive-or trees is set properly.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed method called scanforest has been implemented and compared with conventional full scan design on test power and test application cost. Node transition count (NTC) [5] is reported as quantitative measure for power dissipation in the paper.

The output of each flip-flop corresponds to two inputs as shown in Fig. 4. All test vectors are modified before applying. Each pair of inputs are combined together to form a new test vector. HITEC is adopted to generate tests
although different test generators are used by the application cost reduction ratios should still be convincing. Howev er, both [5] and the proposed method also consider test power reduction ratios. The multiple scan chain [5] can effectively reduce test power, but not test application cost. However, both [1] and [6] consider only scan chain transitions, but [5] and the proposed method also consider test power in the combinational logic. The test power and test application cost reduction ratios should still be convincing although different test generators are used by the methods.

5 Conclusions

A new scan architecture called scan forest was proposed to reduce test application cost and test power completely. Scan flip-flops were grouped if they do not generate new reconvergent fanouts. A new reconvergent fanout may cause new redundant faults. Test application cost and test power based on the proposed scan forest architecture can be reduced to the level of non-scan DFT while fault coverage is the same as full scan for almost all benchmark circuits. The advantage of the proposed method becomes clearer when the size of the circuit or the number of flip-flops in the circuit increases.
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